Cooke, Josiah Parsons 1827 - 1894

DEGREE: AB    DATE: 1848    PLACE: Harvard
TEACHER/RESEARCH ADVISOR: none

established Harvard chemistry department and introduced first laboratory instruction in an American university; measured atomic weights of Sb, H, and O; studied iodides of antimony; his ideas on the numerical relationships between atomic weights and the properties of the elements foreshadowed the periodic table; studied the crystallography of minerals, esp. vermiculite and other silicates.

FOOTNOTE: Cooke attended Silliman's lectures at the age of 16, but received no formal education in chemistry. Shortly after he received his AB degree from Harvard and was appointed Professor of Chemistry, Cooke travelled to Europe to buy chemicals and equipment, and attended lectures given by Dumas and Regnault while in Paris. Although Cooke called Silliman "my only instructor in chemistry", he felt he learned much of his chemical philosophy while in Europe.